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QUESTION 52
Which two statements about using the Compliance Office role to manage data in Webex Teams are true? (Choose two.)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

For group rooms with members from multiple organizations, only the compliance officer of the owning organization can manage all data.
The compliance officer can manage data only for users who have granted the spark-compliance messages scope.
For direct rooms between two organizations, each compliance officer can manage data only from their organization.
For group rooms with members from multiple organizations, either compliance offcer can manage all data.
For direct rooms between two organizations, the compliance officer of either organization can manage all data.

Answer:

CE

Reference: https://developer-portal-intb.ciscospark.com/docs/api/guides/compliance
QUESTION 53

Refer to the exhibit. Assume that there is already a connection to a device for this jsxapi.code snippet. Which snippet completes the code so that the connected device makes a call to the user jdoe@example.com? A.

B.
C.
D.

Answer:

D

Reference: https://github.com/CiscoDevNet/labs-xapi/pull/12/files/40c9fc38e115f4dec4709836501a165008caeaba
QUESTION 54
DRAG DROP
Drag and drop the expressions to create a Webex Teams widget that uses Guest Issuer to enable customers to chat and meet with agents. Not all options are used.
Select and Place:
Answer:

QUESTION 55 Which user role implicitly has permission in the Events API to retrieve “message created” events from other users in the same
organization?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Compliance Officer
User and Device Administrator
Full Administrator
User Administrator

Answer:
A
Section: (none)

Reference: https://developer.webex.com/docs/api/guides/compliance
QUESTION 56
Which code adds a Space Widget in an HTML script that uses the CSS Webex CDN?
A.
B.
C.
D.

<link rel= “stylesheet” href= “https://code.s4d.io/widget-recents/production/main.css”>
<script src= “stylesheet” href= “https://code.s4d.io/widget-space/production/main.css”>
<link rel= “stylesheet” href= “https://code.s4d.io/widget-recents/production/bundle.js”>
<link rel= “stylesheet” href= “https://code.s4d.io/widget-space/production/main.css”>

Answer:

D

Reference: https://developer.webex.com/docs/widgets
QUESTION 57

Refer to the exhibit. A company uses Webex Teams extensively for communications involving customers, and want to enforce a consistent messaging policy. Which code completes line 20 to send a notification when noncompliant messages
are detected?
A. events?resource=people
B. compliance?resource=messages
C. events?resource=messages

D. compliance?resource=people
Answer:

C

:
The function is getmessages. Then a request is made so the get comes in action and does events?Resource=messages to get the data for the events.
QUESTION 58
Which XML snippet does an admin use with a Webex Meetings XML API request to retrieve info on multiple users?
A. <bodyContent xsi:type=”java:com.webex.service.binding.user.GetUser”>
<webExId>.*</webExId>
</bodyContent>
B. <bodyContent xsi:type=”java:com.webex.service.binding.user.LstsummaryUser”>
<webExId>.*</webExId>
</bodyContent>
C. <bodyContent xsi:type=”java:com.webex.service.binding.user.GetUser”></bodyContent>
D. <bodyContent xsi:type=”java:com.webex.service.binding.user.LstsummaryUser”></bodyContent>
Answer:

A

Reference: https://developer.cisco.com/docs/webex-xml-api-reference-guide/#!getuser
QUESTION 59
DRAG DROP
The Express framework receives a Webex Teams webhook event when someone presses a button in an Adaptive Card. Drag and drop the property names onto the code snippet to access the form field named “preference”. Not all options
are used.
Select and Place:
Correct Answer:

Reference: https://github.com/marchfederico/ciscospark-websocket-events
QUESTION 60
Which two statements describe valid limitations for Webex Teams bot accounts in a group space? (Choose two.)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

A bot account cannot send a message without an SSL certificate.
A bot account cannot hear a message unless the bot is @ mentioned.
A bot account cannot send a message without a valid access token.
A bot account cannot respond to another bot.
A bot account cannot send a message with an @mention.

Answer:

BC
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